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Answer all the following:  

Multiple choice questions: 

   1. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

  a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  

  2 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

  a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

  3. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

  a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

  4________Provides a value for a variable 

  a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

5 An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   6. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 

   7. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  

   8. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

   the case of. 

   a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

9 Java source code is compiled into _______. 

a) Bytecode    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

  10. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

   a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 
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Answer all the following:  

Multiple choice questions: 

  1. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

  a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  

  2 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

  a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

  3. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

  a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

  4________Provides a value for a variable 

  a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

5 An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   6. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 

   7. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  

   8. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

   the case of. 

   a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

9 Java source code is compiled into _______. 

a) Bytecode    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

  10. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

   a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
 
 

Fill in the blanks: 
   11. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java. 

12. Java programs execution is controlled by  

   13 JDK stands for   

14. _____  is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

15. Rule based systems are also called as     

Mention True or False (T or F): 
   16. It is possible to assign a literal to a variable of a primitive type. [  ] 
   17. JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 

18. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

19. In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 
20. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

 

Fill in the blanks: 
11. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java. 

12. Java programs execution is controlled by  

13 JDK stands for   

14. _____  is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

15. Rule based systems are also called as     

Mention True or False (T or F): 
16. It is possible to assign a literal to a variableof a primitive type. [  ] 
17. JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 
18. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

19. In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 
20. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 
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Answer all the following: 

Multiple choice questions: 

    1. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

    the case of. 

    a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

 2. Java source code is compiled into _______. 

 a) Byte code    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

   3. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

 a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 

    4. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

   a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  

   5 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

   a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

   6. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

   a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

   7________Provides a value for a variable 

  a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

8 An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   9. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 

   10. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  
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Answer all the following: 

Multiple choice questions: 

    1. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

    the case of. 

    a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

 2. Java source code is compiled into _______. 

 a) Byte code    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

   3. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

 a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 

    4. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

   a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  

   5 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

   a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

   6. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

   a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

   7________Provides a value for a variable 

  a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

8 An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   9. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 

   10. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
 
 
  

Fill in the blanks: 
 

11_____  is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

12. Rule based systems are also called as     
13. Java programs execution is controlled by  

   14. JDK stands for  . 
   15. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java.. 

Mention True or False (T or F): 
16. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

17. In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 
18. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

   19. It is possible to assign a literal to a variable of a primitive type. [  ] 
   20. JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 

 

Fill in the blanks: 
 

11_____  is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

12. Rule based systems are also called as     
13. Java programs execution is controlled by  

   14. JDK stands for  . 
   15. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java.. 
Mention True or False (T or F): 

16. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

17. In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 
18. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

   19 It is possible to assign a literal to a variableof a primitive type. [  ] 
   20. JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 
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Answer all the following: 

Multiple choice questions: 

   1 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

   a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

   2. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

   a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

   3.________Provides a value for a variable 

  a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

4. An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   5. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 

   6. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  

    7. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

    the case of. 

    a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

 8. Java source code is compiled into _______. 

 a) Byte code    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

    9. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

 a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 

    10. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

    a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  
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Answer all the following: 

Multiple choice questions: 

1 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

   a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

   2. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

   a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

   3.________Provides a value for a variable 

  a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

4. An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   5. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 

   6. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  

    7. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

    the case of. 

    a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

 8. Java source code is compiled into _______. 

 a) Byte code    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

    9. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

 a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 

    10. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

    a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  
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Fill in the blanks  
11. Java programs execution is controlled by  

   12. JDK stands for   
   13. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java.. 

14. Rule based systems are also called as    . 

15. _____ is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

Mention True or False (T or F): 
16.  In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 
17. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

18.  JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 

19. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

20. It is possible to assign a literal to a variable of a primitive type. [  ]

 

Fill in the blanks  
11. Java programs execution is controlled by  

   12. JDK stands for   
   13. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java.. 

14. Rule based systems are also called as    . 

15. _____ is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

Mention True or False (T or F): 
16.  In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 
17. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

18.  JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 

19. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 
  20. It is possible to assign a literal to a variable of a primitive type. [   
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Answer all the following: 

Multiple choice questions: 

   1. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  

    2. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

    the case of. 

    a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

 3. Java source code is compiled into _______. 

 a) Byte code    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

    4. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

 a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 

    5. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

    a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  

   .6 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

   a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

   7. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

   a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

   8.________Provides a value for a variable 

   a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

9. An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   10. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 
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Answer all the following: 

Multiple choice questions: 

   1. Aggregation represents  

   a) is a relationship  b)part_of relationship c) composed_of relationship  d) none  

    2. All the modules of the system are integrated and tested as complete system in  

    the case of. 

    a) Bottom up testing b) Top-down testing c) Sandwich testing  d) Big-Bang testing 

 3. Java source code is compiled into _______. 

 a) Byte code    b) .exe    c) Source code    d) .obj 

    4. Which of the following is not a functional programming language 

 a) ML b) APL     c) Ada   d)LISP 

    5. Which of the following is not the feature of OOPs? 

    a) Data Encapsulation b) Inheritance   c) Polymorphism d) none  

   .6 The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is 

   a) Data Abstraction b) Data Encapsulation c) Both (a) & (b)    d) None  

   7. Which of the following feature supports reusability and extensibility of classes? 

   a) Inheritance   b) Overloading    c) Polymorphism    d) None 

   8.________Provides a value for a variable 

   a) Declaration statement b) Assignment statement c) Definition statement d)None 

9. An entity representing some characteristics and behavior is  

a) Object b) Function c) Method   d) None of the above 

   10. A fault simulation testing technique is 

a) Mutation testing b) Stress testing c) Black box testing  d) White box testing 
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Fill in the blanks: 
11 Java programs execution is controlled by  

12. JDK stands for   

13. _____ is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

14. Rule based systems are also called as    . 
   15. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java. 

   Mention True or False (T or F): 
16. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

   17. In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 

18.  It is possible to assign a literal to a variable of a primitive type. [  ] 

19. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

20. JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 

 
Fill in the blanks: 
11 Java programs execution is controlled by  

12. JDK stands for   

13. _____ is used to build new functions in functional programming. 

14. Rule based systems are also called as    . 
15. Single line comments starts with _____ in Java.. 

Mention True or False (T or F): 
16. The Java Program is enclosed in a class definition [   ] 

   17. In logic Programming ground term contains variables         [   ] 

18.  It is possible to assign a literal to a variable of a primitive type. [  ] 

19. C++ is a procedural programming language     [   ] 

20. JAVA is case sensitive language [  ] 

 


